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Suddenly you realize, All that you lived for is Gone 
Desperately searching for just one reason to carry on 
Conditions are right for the greatest of Miracles - Now 
It's been known to Happen - when your world come
tumbling down 
Dare to Believe - then you will see - There is hope where
you are 
Realize, that in my Eyes - Nothing, nothing's too hard 
Dare to Believe - then you will see - There is hope where
you are 
If only You'd realize that in my eyes Nothing, Nothing's
too hard 
One tragic moment - - It all slipped right through your
hands 
Shattered your Dreams - So it would seem - so it would
seem 
You just lost your only Chance - - 
There you are, there you are - falling apart 
You're so sure your life is through - but there is so
much more 
More than you ever dreamed is waiting to happen to
you. 
Dare to believe - Oh OH, then you will see, Oh Oh, there
is hope where you ARE 
If only YOU'd realize that in my Eyes, Nothing's,
Nothing's too Hard 
Dare to believe, then you will see, then you will see -
Hope where you ARE 
In my Eyes, In my Eyes . . . 
No Need to sit crying the blues - consider this, there's
nothing to lose 
Open your eyes have faith and see all things are
possible to them that believe - Hey 
Conditions are right for the greatest of Miracles Now - it
was bound to happen 
When your World has come tumbling down - Yeah. . . . .
. . 
There is hope where you are - where you are 
Realize, Realize . . .
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